
MATH-4800 NUMERICAL COMPUTING Summer 2023

Assignment 1, due before class, Wednesday May 31, 2023.

Haowen He heh4@rpi.edu

1. Write a Matlab code to evaluate a polynomial using Horner’s method as described on page 3

of the text (and discussed in class). Use your code to evaluate the polynomials in Text Exercises

1(b), 2(c) and 4(a) on page 5.



2. Text Exercises 1(a) and 1(b) on page 20, and Computer Problem 1 on page 20.

seck:There is subtraction of nearly equal numbers when
tan**

seck=0. Setting seax, we have 2Ki

for ke. Reformulating by using the trig identity

sec*x tanx, we have that

tanx
Secx. SecX sect

tanex sec tankx) secx) SecX

avoiding the cancellation problem for xnear 2ki.

↳

X

x,5
:There is substraction of nearly equal numbers

when, x =0. Setting 11 x13, we

have x 0. Simplifying the expression yields

3 x,3 S 3x 3x24
* X

x 3x2 3x

X

- 3x 3

avoiding the cancellation problem for xnear 0.



SecX

tan** SecX

↳ x,5 I 3x 3
X



3. Let f̃(x) approximate f(x), where

f(x) =
1p
3 + x

, f̃(x) =
1

2
� x� 1

16
.

Find the absolute forward and backward errors in the approximation when

(a) x = 0.9,

(b) x = 1.2.

as Compute 80.9
-3-0.9

0.50637

50.9 2

0.9
60.50625

forward absolute error 810.91 810.91 0.00012.

Let I solve i fix), then 0.50625
13

Y 10.50625,2 3

0.90184

Backward absolute error Ix0.00184.



b) Compute 8.2
13 -.2

0.48795

8.2 22 60.48750

forward absolute error &, 1.29 fil.d 0.00045.

Let I solve ifix), then 0.48750d3 I

Y 10.4875032 3

. 207758

Backward absolute error I x 0.087758.



4. The roots x1 and x2 of the quadratic equation x2 + 2bx + c = 0 may be computed using the

results of the usual quadratic formula

x1 = �b�
p

b2 � c, x2 = �b+
p
b2 � c.

(a) Use 6-digit, base 10, floating-point arithmetic to compute the two roots using the formulas

above for the cases (i) b = 1.23456 ⇥ 10
6, c = 9.87654 ⇥ 10

8
and (ii) b = �2.46864 ⇥

10
�2, c = 1.35753⇥ 10

�8
. Compute the “exact” values using full precision on a calculator or

using Matlab. Determine the relative (forward) errors in the roots computed using 6-digit

arithmetic. Are the 6-digit roots accurate? Explain the results in terms of round-o↵ error.

(b) Write a Matlab function, called myRoots say, that takes as input the values of b and c in the

quadratic equation above and returns x1 and x2 computed accurately. Base the calculation

of the roots in your Matlab function on the formulas for x1 and x2 above, or the alternate

forms.

x1 =
c

�b+
p
b2 � c

, x2 =
c

�b�
p
b2 � c

.

Your Matlab function should check the input values and decide which formulas give the most

accurate results. Run your code for the two cases given in part (a).

as Quadratic formula X, bebt c

*2 bobd c

=)b.23456x00, 9.87654x 08

use the resultof rounding
b) 52414 10

in the nextstep with the bC) c . 52315 10
end of computation

·b d
C . 23416x ob

xi 2.46872106
2

I
2.46872106

ri 0

2
x2 4 0

C

2 400.067

ra z. 67 10
- 4



Quadratic formula x, bob" c

*2 bobd c

(i) b 2.4686410-2, 1.35753 10
- 8

b) 6,09418 10
- 4

bC) = 6.09404 104

d-bc 2,4686/xo-2

- 7
xic 3 10

7

12.749570

~, 4.11 10-2

x2, 4.9372510-d

2 4.9372510
- 2

Ta 0

on-ero errors occur when we add two numbers with opposite

sign:cancellation of the significantdigits leaves the accumulation

of the previous steps' round-off error as the result,



compare with

results from part (as



5. Text Exercise 6 on page 24.

as P4SX) 810) 8iNo)x Nol 28 "solid dos

68"0) ol 2484o)x- xos4

fix) x2 and to

The firstfour derivatives of fix x
- *
are

fix) -2x-3, 8"ix 6x4, 8"x 24x-5,8's 120x-0.

At No, these derivatives are

fill, 8's 2,8", 6.8"1-24, 8, 120.

substituting them into the formula for Pp(x) yields

P4IX) 2IX) 314 13241 1 51X 14.

bi P4 0.91 2009 ( 310.9192410.9 13510.9 14

. 2345

P4. I 23. 31. 1324911 (35). 14

0.8265



c By the Lagrange's form of the remainder, the error

bound is given by 64. To maximize error, we

minimize the denominator by setting a 0.9. Thus,

for x0.9, the error is bounded by 1.25445x10-4,

and for x 1.1, the error bound remains the same.

We expectthe approximation to be better for x

because the derivatives increase greatly as X0.

d) Actual error for x0.9:.234567901 . 235

6.7901 0-5smaller than
1.25445x10-4 the error bound

Actual error for x1.):0.8265 0.82644628

5.372 10-5smaller than

the error bound
1.25445 x10

- 4


